This paper proposes a fuzzy binomial valuation model to estimate leveraged firm value while conditioning its continuity or liquidation in cash flow generation after taxes to attend debt payments. It includes two triangular fuzzy variables. Thus, we incorporate ambiguity in the firm valuation process characterized by uncertainty in projections of both growth and financial costs. Our proposed model is presented, developed, and exemplified through a case which results complement both the DCF (under the adjusted present value) and the traditional real option binomial method. This occurs because, in one hand, DCF method assumes decisions' irreversibility and operating firms' situation. On the other hand, traditional binomial model weakens previous restrictions but does not incorporate ambiguous variables in the analysis. Hence, fuzzy logic applied to option models allows us to complement probabilistic valuation approach working on a frame of possibilities.
Introduction
The first explicit reference to intrinsic or theoretical value of a stock belongs to Williams (1938) . He defines a stock value as its future dividends' present value. Also, this author sets premises related to financial projections, and a first classification of growth and value 1 firms. Model formalization and popularization belongs to Durand (1957) and Gordon (1962) originating the well-known dividend discount valuation model (DDM) (Durand, 1957; Gordon 1962) 2 . From fundamentals related to DDM, and as a variation to include it in firm valuation, arises the discounted cash flow model (DCF) (Pratt & Grabowsky, 2008) 3 including families of different firm's valuation methods. This is one of the most used valuation methods (Fornero, 2011) . Its original formulation allows different treatments 4 related to capital structure in order to estimate firm value (Booth, 2007) through positive and negative cash flows associated to financial leverage (for instance, tax shields, emission costs, and dissolution costs weighted by its probability of occurrence). Without considering potential benefits of taking debt, this action adds financial risk having a negative impact in the theorical firm value in situations where costs are higher than benefits of leveraging. One of the main negative consequences of financial leverage is insolvency and following liquidation. Classic DCF, while keeping its leverage level constant, does present a weakness. It does not include contingent states of continuation and liquidation. This situation arises from traditional static valuation methods, and it overvalues a leveraged operating firm.
This weakness in DCF is healed through analytic tools of a dynamic valuation model, projecting different scenarios, and using real options theory (Broadle & Kaya, 2007; Milanesi, 2014b) . Motivated by these papers previously mentioned, we propose a model which is an alternative to the net present value (NPV). It includes contingent situations of sufficiency-insufficiency free cash flow in order to pay debt 5 , and uncertainty-ambiguity through the usage of fuzzy sets (Dubois & Prade, 1980; Zadeh, 1965) .
Our model assumes that random variables such as asset value, operating earnings, and liabilities' financial cost are adapted from classic binomial model (Cox & Ross, 1976; Cox, Ross & Rubinstein, 1979; Jarrow & Rudd, 1982; Rendleman & Bartter, 1979) to fuzzy logic 1 We group as value firms those which MV/BV (market value to book value) ratio is less than one, and they, generally, have higher PERs (price-earnings ratio). We group as growth firms those which MV/BV ratio is higher than one and lower PERs. This classification is usually used in stock portfolios. 2 Traditional dividend discount model has suffered variations in growth progression (arithmetic-geometric), growth stages (one stage-multiple stages), expected dividend flow behavior (deterministic-stochastic) (Hurley & Fabozzi, 1998; Hurley & Johnson, 1998; Hurley, 2013) . 3 Firm valuation models could be classified in: a) Valuation by multiples and comparables where we could identify the price-earnings ratio (PER); market value-book value (MV/BV) ratio, Tobin's Q ratio, among other ratios. b) Cash flow valuation including dividend discount model (with its stochastic and deterministic variants) and discounted cash flow (capital cash flow, adjusted net present value, and weighted average cost of capital). c) Models based on economic benefit such as residual income and economic value added. d) Real options (Fernandez, 2012) . 4 Discounted cash flow could be classified in three big subgroups: (a) Weighted average cost of capital (wacc): firm value is obtained by free cash flow at wacc rate. It incorporates tax shield effects. (b) Adjusted net present value: firm value is obtained by adding unleveraged firm value and net tax shield. (c) Capital cash flow: Firm value is a result of discounted capital cash flow at the required rate of equity return. 5 The financing decision conditions the estimated value of firm assets and equity to the stochastic generation of free cash flow to attend payments originated by debt. The preceding idea is consistent with thinking of firm's equity as a call option in the shareholder's favor (Black & Scholes, 1973) assuming two different scenarios: (a) free cash flow is higher than debt payments which, as a consequence, assures firm continuity. (b) Free cash flow is lower than debt payments which derives in automatic firm liquidation and liabilities' cancelation with available assets. (Calle Fernández & Tamayo Bustamante, 2011; Milanesi, 2013; Milanesi, 2014a; Muzzioli & Torricelli, 2004; Zdnek, 2010) . We assume the existence of two market deterministic imperfections related to financial decisions with an impact in firm value: earnings corporative taxes and liquidation costs.
We must highlight that, even though there exists rich literature 6 on decisions' effects on capital structure, they are beyond the scope of this work. This paper's structure follows: first, we introduce some concepts, relations, and differences associated to probabilistic models and fuzzy binomial real option models. Second, we expose a set of equations used to estimate an operating firm value, adjusting its value as a consequence of ambiguity of possible solvency-insolvency status, and positive and negative impacts of financial leverage (tax shields and break costs). In order to clarify it, we illustrate its functioning on an investment project of an oil exploitation concession. We compare the obtained value with the adjusted present value and the traditional binomial model. Finally, we present our main conclusions.
Binomial probability and fuzzy model

Binomial probability model
The binomial model is developed in a risk neutral environment. This means that it is able to value options in terms of expected cash flows discounted from expiration date to present assuming they grow at a risk free rate. As a consequence, underlying asset's rate does not affect derivative value, but its volatility associated to underlying's returns does affect option value 7 . Risk neutral valuation in options requires the existence of perfect correlation between changes in option value and underlying asset since changes in underlying asset is the only risk variable for the derivative. For instance, a balanced portfolio with a long position in options and a short position in the underlying asset should not have any random fluctuation since variations in stock price (short position) should be balanced by variations in the option. The result of the previous strategy is the rate of return of a risk free asset. The main key to build this portfolio is to determine the amount of stock that we are going to sell short 8 . This quantity is known as "delta," and it is estimated by a financial model 9 . 6 From seminal Works (Modigliani & Miller, 1958; Modigliani & Miller 1963) , vast research has been developed trying to explain capital structure decisions effects on firm's value. Different works have advanced over assumptions' compatibilities and the CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) approach (Rubinstein, 1973) . They did not affect classical assumptions over capital structure and value firm. However, studies over on information asymmetry go over these assumptions. They could be classified as those which study information asymmetry before and after contract. Before constitutive contract, we could identify: (1) signaling: (a) debt signaling roll (Ross, 1977) , (b) financial hierarchy (Leland & Pyle, 1977; Myers & Majluf, 1984) and (2) detection (Stiglitz & Weiss, 1981) . After contract: (1) Agency problems; some of their models: (a) agency costs in stock and debt (Jensen & Meckling, 1976) ; (b) agency costs in free cash flow (Jensen, 1986) ; (c) stakeholder coinvestment theory (Titman, 1984) and (2) firm lifecycle approach (Berger & Udell, 1998) . At the same time, we could cite studies on corporative strategy theory and its effects on financial decisions (Brander & Lewis, 1986) . There are works that summarize different theories on capital structure, information asymmetry and agency costs (Copeland, Weston & Shastri, 2004) . 7 In real world, it is more complex to estimate growth rate than volatility (Wilmott, 2009) . 8 Selling short is known as a leverage operation where we borrow stocks that are sold to be ourselves liquid with the obligation to return those stocks at the agreed date. 9 Eliminating total risk theorically is an ideal hard to apply in real life since we usually need a mathematical model to calculate Greek letter Delta, and financial models are approached but not exact replicas of complex reality. Main limitations in risk neutral valuation are: (a) It is required to continuously balance our hedging since Delta varies continuously (not ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 Risk neutral valuation allows us to value derivatives by projecting or simulating a risk neutral path for the underlying in order to calculate the option's cash flow. These are discounted by backward induction until the date that we intend to value it. Finally, we get its average and obtain its intrinsic value. Therefore, the average expected discounted cash flow of the option is the theoretical value of the option.
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In real option valuation using binomial model in a risk neutral environment, it is required to estimate the up (u) and down (d) coefficients. These parameters are the basis in order to derive the certain equivalent coefficients and the binomial grill (firm value and operating cash flows). They are quantified from price volatility (σ) associated to a financial portfolio which is a twin or replica of the underlying cash flow. We assume the asset follows a Brownian geometric stochastic process modeled in discrete time. Equations related to coefficients and the underlying's random path in the binomial grill are:
The project expanded value at expiration is the maximum value between the underlying asset minus the exercise price (X), ; 0 for real options which are similar to financial calls, and ; 0 for real options which are similar to financial puts. The project intrinsic value is determined by backward induction using certain equivalent coefficients (p u ; p d ). The coefficients and their present values are calculated with the following expressions:
Where (rf) represents the risk free rate of time value of money, and ;
represents the expanded value in immediate posterior nodes.
Present volatility is defined by the σ parameter in Black-Scholes (B-S) differential partial equation (Black & Scholes, 1972; Black & Scholes, 1973) . This is one of the main inputs of the B-S and binomial models. It is impossible to obtain this parameter by direct observation. Therefore, it must be calculated using statistical models. There are different types of volatilities depending on the moment in time where data is got: (a) historic volatility is obtained from observations in the underlying asset prices; (b) implicit volatility is the number in BMS formula that makes the theoretical price and the actual market price equal; (c) discretely). Therefore, we must sell-buy stocks in order to keep our risk free position; (b) It is required to follow certain assumptions associated to asset stochastic process (following a Brownian geometric process, without any jumps, and with known and finite volatility). ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 hedging volatility is the parameter that we introduce in the Greek letter delta in order to calculate the units of underlying to sell short with the purpose of being covered (Wilmott, 2009 ).
In real options models, these three volatility types are useful as an input for valuation models, where it is necessary a financial asset or portfolio correlated to the project cash flow. In order for this to occurred, markets must by complete which is one of the basic assumptions and main weakness of real options theory (Wang & Halal, 2010) . A solution to not having a replica financial asset and incomplete markets is brought by the marketed asset disclaimer (MAD) (Copeland & Antikarov, 2001; Copeland & Tufano, 2004) 10 . In those situations where markets are incomplete, and data is vague or ambiguous (for instance, investments in undeveloped environments, investments' valuation in real and innovative assets, investments in startups or closed firms without comparable firms), options valuation models which use a fuzzy logic are a complement and an alternative to be considered. In particular, we could consider binomial fuzzy model as a complement of its probabilistic traditional model.
Fuzzy Binomial Model
Fuzzy logic applied to option models allows us to complement probabilistic valuation approach working on a possibility frame. It enhances simulation and scenarios technique capturing positive bias in the possible investment distribution. This is a characteristic for real options contained in the asset (potential benefit value limiting risk on potential losses).
As in probabilistic binomial model, it is necessary to estimate up and down coefficients, with triangular fuzzy numbers in this case, resulting in an area of possible outcomes (equations 7 and 8). (Liao & Ho, 2010) . This is assumed based on experts' opinions and judgments. If we do not find a replica financial asset, volatility could be obtained applying the MAD approach as it was explained previously.
Because of the positive bias in the triangular possibility distribution, the up factor generates a higher value than the down factor. This down factor reverts them back to zero and, the base 10 This approach assumes the market Price that the project will be negotiated is its net present value. Thus, its volatility (σ) is inferred as following (Smith, 2005) : (a) Project's cash flows are submitted to Monte Carlo simulation. For each iteration, we obtain a rate of return (z) as a result of the logarithm of dividing net present value in year 1 and net present value in year 0 1 .
(b) By iteration, simulation throws a sample of values as a result (z i ). From this, we obtain mean return ̅ and its standard deviation (s) associated to moments 0 and 1. (c) Project volatility is equal to (σ)= √Δ . If time interval in which cash flows are expressed is equal to 1, then (σ) =s. ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 case, returns the same result as the obtained by the binomial model. Having these three results (up-medium-down), a triangular fuzzy number is generated on each node of the binomial grill (Equation 9).
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As in the binomial model, the project's expanded fuzzy value at expiration is the maximum between the underlying fuzzy asset value minus the exercise price (X) and zero,
; 0 for real options that are similar to financial calls. Also, it is ; 0 for real options that are similar to financial puts. Project's intrinsic value is determined by backward induction using fuzzy certain equivalent coefficients (p
Fuzzy binomial model creates a possibility distribution on each node that maximizes and minimizes the possible values' area related to the underlying real asset. The couple of certain equivalent coefficients to be used in the backward induction process are combined in the following manner (Liao & Ho, 2010) : (a) the minimum wideness scenario combines the fuzzy certain equivalent coefficients of up and down with minimum value; (b) the maximum wideness scenario combines the fuzzy certain equivalent coefficients of up and down with maximum value
11
. The base case is solved as it would be solved in a traditional binomial model. Assuming a triangular fuzzy number, with up coefficient u ' = (1 lowest, 2 base, 3 highest), couples of fuzzy certain equivalent coefficients used in the backward induction process are set in the following manner:
The positive bias related to the fuzzy number (option value) is captured regrouping the pairs of certain equivalent coefficient (equation 12). Therefore, the minimum (maximum) weight associated to least (most) wideness values. Then, the certain equivalent coefficient comes up from dividing growth rate without risk minus the down factor (numerator) and the up factor minus de up factor (denominator). Assuming risk free rate is constant, variation is determined by the up and down factors. The certain equivalent coefficient obtained out if the most (least) wideness movement presents a lower (higher) numerator and higher (lower) denominator. Thus, it is used in the up weighting for the least (most) wideness, and its complement is used in the down with the least (most) wideness. So, → → → 〖 1 〗 1 1 .
11 Real option value is a direct function of volatility. Up and down coefficients are a direct function with it. Therefore, the higher is the wideness of movements, the higher option value, and viceversa. This drives us to assume optimistic (pessimistic) scenarios associated to the project that are related to volatility connected to higher (lower) base case and, also, movements connected to the base case with higher (lower) wideness. ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 www.macrothink.org/rae 32 Expanded intrinsic value is determined by backward induction through the following expression:
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Central value calculation related to the fuzzy number is altered by the right bias that has the project's possible outcome distribution (Carlsson & Fuller, 2001) . Assuming ´ VE α ; VE α is a fuzzy number and λ ϵ 0,1 , the fuzzy net present value (VANEB), E(VE)´ is defined as:
Where represents the "pessimism-optimism" weighted index (Yoshida, Yasuda, Nakagami & Kurano, 2006) estimated by the following equation:
Having estimated the index, we substitute it on equation 15, and we obtain the fuzzy expected net present value of the option (equation 16):
Firm valuation through a fuzzy binomial numerical model: Debt impact in project value and solvency-insolvency status
The proposed numerical model is developed from the fuzzy binomial model. It incorporates a company's growth rate (a) that comes out of the difference between the risk free rate (r) and the payments rate (q):
Finally, fuzzy risk neutral coefficients are obtained through the following expression:
Coefficients u´, d´, p´ , p´ are obtained through equations 10, 11, and 12. Once we define the fuzzy binomial model basic parameters, we proceed to a numerical setting. ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 as a starting point, we project our first fuzzy binomial grill applying equation 13. It is useful to build the grill related to firm fuzzy free cash flow (δ t´) . On each node, fuzzy free cash flow is the product between firm value for a node (equation 13) and rate of return after taxes ( 1 ), and the expression is ´ . Alternatively, fuzzy cash flow could be estimated as the following expression:
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3.1.2 Fuzzy binomial grill to estimate debt cash flow
On each node, we must calculate debt cash flow. In order to do this, we assume that the firm issues bonds with fuzzy periodical payments (C t´) that includes interests and principal cancelation (P) at the end of the bonds lifetime. Principal value is deterministic while interests follow a fuzzy behavior assuming a rate i´1
In a model that includes earnings taxes, debt cash flow is expressed as 1 ´ being the earnings tax rate, and Δ´ ´ , the fuzzy value related to tax shield.
Fuzzy binomial grill to estimate equity cash flow
Fuzzy equity cash flow is the difference between fuzzy free cash flow and fuzzy debt cash flow
It represents the amount of cash flow for shareholders. Two different scenarios could be presented: (a) Recursively, we obtain unconditioned values for continuity-liquidation states through the following equations:
12 Total operating assets independently of the firm's capital structure at time t=0. 13 We assume a value i and minimum and maximum extremes of i-α; i+β , respectively. ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 
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, No. 1 ´ ∆ ´ ´ ´ 1 ´ ´ ´ (23)
Conditioned valuation by insolvency or continuity scenarios using a fuzzy binomial grill
We will develop steps to estimate leveraged asset total value, debt, shareholders' equity conditioned to generating cash flow on each projected fuzzy scenario. There are two contingent states that condition projected fuzzy nodes 14 :
´ ´ continuity with best repayment, and (2) ´ ´ insufficient funds proceeding to liabilities cancelation and equity liquidation. In order to accomplish this, we must segregate total projection period in three moments: (a) final horizon grill projection (T), (b) intermediate nodes (0<t<T), and (c) initial moment (t=1 →0). 
a.2) Liquidation (T): Fuzzy firm value plus fuzzy free cash flow is insufficient for debt payment (fuzzy interest plus equity). The conditioning expression is ´ ´ 1 ´∆´ . On this case, transaction costs associated to liquidation are represented by . The following is the equation set: 
Values ´ , ´ , ´ are fuzzy expressions associated to minimum, maximum and most possible values related to the fuzzy triangular number. Mean fuzzy expected value is obtained through equations 14, 15, and 16.
Applying binomial numerical model, insolvency possibility, and variable sensibility analysis
We will proceed to illustrate model functioning using an investment project about oil exploitation. This case was originally described by Smith (2005) . We pretend to determine an investment project value of a concession contract to exploit an oil field for a three-year period.
Technical and feasibility studies show that total reserves are 100 millions barrels of oil, and by t=0 we are planning to produce ten more millions of barrels. We estimate: (a) production decreasing at 15% annual rate after year 1; (b) price of barrel of crude oil increasing at 3% annually; (c) exploitation costs increasing at 2% annually; and (d) stable fixed costs (there is not changes in structure). While projecting free cash flows, we apply to following variables: (a) Projected crude oil price per barrel is equal to $100, where production costs represent 80% of selling price; (b) fixed costs for ten millions. Project is financed with a capital structure of 70% debt and 30% shareholders' equity. These magnitudes are determined over the unleveraged project (Vu). It is defined using the adjusted present value (APV) model as a variant to the discounted cash flow, using the following expression:
In the previous equation, APV or leveraged firm value (Vl) is equal to adding unleveraged firm value (Vu) and the effects of debt (ED). In this case, we consider only the effects of tax shield produced by interests where the tax rate is 35%. We estimate Vu with the following expression:
Here, FFL t represents project free cash flows and k u is the unleveraged cost of capital rate. Assuming that debt is risky ( 0), we use the following expression:
In order to estimate k u , we apply CAPM. Unleveraged beta is estimated by subtracting effects of capital structure to leveraged beta. Capital structure is represented by W d (debt proportion) and W e (shareholders' equity proportion).
Debt effect comes out of tax shield as a result of borrowing, (txC). In this example, debt is structured with an American bond paying a 5% annually over 70% of Vu, having its rescue of capital at the end of the third year.
On Table 1 , we expose data associated to free cash flow projections, cash flows present value and unleveraged firm value (equation 40). Unleveraged firm value is equal to $455.40 millions. On Table 2 , we present used inputs to determine the required rate of return without debt, from equation 41, which is equal to 10.92%
15
. 15 We assume that the Project generates cash flows perfectly correlated to oil price which is expressed in American dollars. Data was obtained from Aswath Damodaran website: http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/. Leveraged betas and capital structure by sector were obtained from the chart named "leveraged and unleveraged betas by sector." Additional market risk for Argentina was gotten from the chart called "country default spread and risk-premium for other markets." Finally, risk free rate is a 10-year T-bond with arithmetic mean 2004-2013 from the chart named "annual returns on stock, T-bond and T-bill: 1928 -Current." ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 (2)- (1) Project initial value without debt (Vu) is $455.40 millions. Nominal initial debt (D) is 70% of this value. Consequently, debt rises to $318.78 millions with a 5% coupon assuming cash flow model holds, and it does not condition firm value to the possibility of insolvency and liquidation.
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The fuzzy binomial numerical model proposed allows us to estimate a conditioned value to the solvency-insolvency scenarios as a result of financial leverage. Input variables are exposed on Table 3 : Cash flow rate of return (q) is 5% and leverage ratio D/V is 70%. Model ambiguity or uncertainty is explained in two variables: (a) project possible variables and cash flow for fuzzy nodes ( ´ ; ´ ), equations 13 and 19; (b) borrowing interest rate (i´), equation 20.
As we mentioned in 2.1, volatility is estimated applying MAD (Copeland & Antikarov, 2001 ). The interval for the construction of a minimum maximum triangular fuzzy number is predicted with the variation coefficient (VC) (Liao & Ho, 2010) . We assume that volatility with a MAD approach is 30% and debt interest rate is 5% annually. The VC for volatility is 15% and for debt interest rate is 30% as we exposed on Table 4 : Table 4 . Volatility, interest, and TFN extremes
a+β, ε(0) (positive extreme) (1+VC)*σ 34.50% (1+VC)*i 6.50%
Source: Own elaboration.
Preceding tables' values allow us to estimate up and down coefficients and fuzzy certain equivalents (equations 7, 8, 10, and 11) . On the third section of Table 5 , we expose pair of coefficients associated to each scenario (equation 12).
Variables in Tables 4 and 5 allow us to project grill to calculate conditioned value to solvency-insolvency scenarios as a result of financial risk of debt. Next, we will present the sequence for calculating it:
A) Binomial grill projection V´, δ´, ´: For building it, we use equations 13, 19, and 20. On each node, we expose: firm value (V´;) (first row), free cash flow out of taxes (δ´) (second ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 row), and debt payments without considering tax shields ( ´) (third row). On gray, we highlight the traditional binomial model's outcome which is equal to the TFN value a, ε(1); we set the minimum value to the superior extreme on each node; a-α, ε(0), and the maximum value to the inferior extreme; a+β, ε(0). B) Unconditioned (E'), (D'), (F') projection binomial grill: As a second step, we must project the fuzzy binomial grill to estimate unconditioned shareholders' equity (E´), debt (D´), and operating assets total value(F´) by the probability of firm insolvency on intermediate nodes (equations 21 to 23). ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 Source: Own elaboration. ISSN 1948 -5433 2015 If we determine firm value with the adjusted present value (APV) method (equation 39), it rises to $566.98 millions. This is a result of adding firm value without debt, unconditioned to scenarios of solvency-insolvency (Vu); $455.40 millions, and effects of debt (ED), $111.57 millions. The $101.67-million difference between APV and binomial, and the $79.44-million difference between APV and fuzzy binomial occurs because binomial models capture negative impact on firm value of the probability of liquidation as a result of insufficient cash flow to pay debt. This contingent state is not assumed by the APV. The difference between the fuzzy binomial model and the traditional binomial model is $22.23 millions, higher for the first one. This is because of the positive bias associated to the defined TFN being λ equal to 0.6759 according to Table 9 .
Conclusions
Throughout this paper, we propose a binomial fuzzy model which is compared with both traditional binomial and DCF models. We also highlight advantages and differences among them.
does not abandon the classical concept of equalizing firm equity to a financial call which exercise price are its liabilities, and the underlying asset is the total value of operating assets. This preceding idea is adapted to a dynamic numerical model in discrete time using fuzzy binomial grills. They allow to project different nodes (states) with two triangular fuzzy variables conditioning firm continuity or liquidation in cash flow generation after taxes. This mentioned cash flow is used to attend debt payments affecting firm value estimation and shareholders' equity. As a result, obtained project value and, consequently, its capital structure resume a set of projected contingent states in ambiguity situations considering firm continuity or liquidation. Frequently, insolvency risks and firm liquidation are not contemplated since the used cost of capital rates assume that firms are already operating. Therefore, they could not be applied to valuate contingent situations opening a niche to alternative decisions such as expansion, liquidation, abandonment, deferment.
Our presented, developed, and exemplified model contemplates the DCF and the traditional binomial real option model as well. This is because the DCF assumes decisions irreversibility and operating firm situation. The traditional binomial model weakens previous restrictions incorporating strategic decision values. However, it has a limitation of not incorporating ambiguous variables in the analysis. Thus, fuzzy logic applied to option models complements the probabilistic valuation in a possibilities setting.
Our proposed model also enhances scenarios' technique and simulation allowing us to capture positive bias in the investment possible values distribution. This is a characteristic of real options contained in the asset. It is reflected on our developed case where fuzzy binomial model results in mathematically higher value than the traditional binomial value because of the positive bias associated to TFN. 
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